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Abstract

Söderberg, Bo (1999): Essays in real estate appraisal. Stockholm: Royal Institute of
Technology (Memorandum 5:47, Dept. of Real Estate and Construction Management ).

This is an academic dissertation submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for
the degree of Doctor of Technology. The dissertation consists of a short summary and
discussion of seven enclosed essays. All seven papers are devoted to central issues within real
estate appraisal and valuation, with emphasis on the market for income property.

Essay I analyses the market prices for mixed-use income properties, with mainly
residential use. A hedonic price equation is estimated based on market transactions. The time
period under study is 1992—1994. The geographical sub-market analysed is the city of
Stockholm. The hedonic technique is also used for estimating an assessment equation. Certain
types of properties were found to be systematically under-assessed.

Essay II is an inquiry into the topic of choosing a relevant functional form for the
hedonic equation applied to income property. Certain characteristics of two common model
specifications are identified. The shortcomings and advantages are illustrated through the
application of the two models to empirical data.

Essay III investigates if the distance to CBD affects the property prices, i.e. if there are
(negative) distance gradients. The sub-market analysed is that of mainly residential income
properties, though the residential market is subject to a rent control system. The distance
gradient on rents was insignificant . However, there is a significant negative price gradient.
With one exception (direction east), there is also a significant negative assessment gradient.

Essay IV deals with cycles on the market for income property. The time-period under
study is 1979—1992, which includes the Swedish property crisis. The use of the gross income
multiplier (GIM) as an indicator of the phases of the property cycle is suggested. The analyses
indicate that the property boom during the late 1980s may have been partly driven by a
speculative price bubble.

Essay V analyses the determinants of the rent level and the rent drift on the residential
rental market, which is subject to rent control. Furthermore, the rate of return on investment,
as well as maintenance input (for increasing the quality of the property) is estimated. The
micro-location is found to affect the rent level, but not the age of the building. The return on
quality-improving investments and maintenance was found to be reasonable. The rent
increases were slightly larger than what was agreed upon in official negotiations.

Essay VI analyses the total rate of return (TRR) over the time-period 1979—1997
within a portfolio of mixed-use income property. Different definitions of TRR were
estimated. The results do not vary over definitions used. The determinants of the TRR are
identified in regressions using panel data models. The TRR may be separated into a
commercial and a residential component, respectively. The average values for these two
components are found to be almost equal for the whole time-period under study, however, the
evolution over time is found to follow patterns that show important differences.

Essay VII presents a literature review of studies where price equations on the property
market are estimated by regression analysis. In all, 145 papers are investigated. The essay
analyses how the methodological procedures, and particularly those related to econometrics,
are presented in the papers.

Descriptors : property, real estate, real estate economics, appraisal, assessment, income
property, hedonic technique, model specification, distance gradients, property crises,
speculative bubble, gross income multiplier, GIM, rent control, total rate of return, Sweden.
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Högskolan (Meddelande 5:47, Inst för fastigheter och byggande).

Akademisk avhandling (sammanläggning) som framläggs vid Kungl Tekniska
Högskolan för vinnande av Teknologie Doktorsexamen. Avhandlingen består av sju uppsatser
samt en kort diskussion och sammanfattning av anförda arbeten. Samtliga sju arbeten
behandlar centrala frågeställningar inom fastighetsvärderingslära, med särskild tonvikt på
marknaden för avkastningsfastigheter.

Uppsats I behandlar prisbildningen på avkastningsfastigheter, med huvudsakligen
bostäder. En hedonisk prisekvation skattas utifrån data över transaktioner på
fastighetsmarknaden. Den studerade tidsperioden är 1992—1994, den studerade
delmarknaden avgränsas geografiskt till Stockholms innerstad. Med hedonisk teknik skattas
även en ekvation för fastigheternas taxeringsvärden. Vissa typer av fastigheter befanns vara
systematiskt undertaxerade.

Uppsats II behandlar valet av modellspecifikation vid hedonisk skattning av
prisekvationer för avkastningsfastigheter. Vissa brister och fördelar med två vanliga
modelltyper illustreras med hjälp av applicering på ett empiriskt datamaterial.

Uppsats III behandlar frågan om läget, mätt som avstånd till stadens centrum, har
effekt vid prisbildningen på marknaden för avkastningsfastigheter med huvudsakligen
bostäder, trots att denna marknad är utsatt för hyresreglering. Lägeseffekt på hyran är liten
och icke-signifikant. Däremot finns en negativ avståndseffekt på fastighetspriserna samt, med
undantag för en riktning från stadskärnan, även på taxeringsvärdena.

Uppsats IV behandlar de långsiktiga fluktuationerna på hyror och fastighetsvärden på
marknaden för avkastningsfastigheter. Den studerade tidsperioden, 1979—1992, innefattar
den s k fastighetskrisen. Bruttokapitaliseringsfaktorn används som en indikator på
fastighetsmarknadens tillstånd. Analysen visar att en spekulationsbubbla möjligen kan ha
förekommit på marknaden under fastighetsboomen under 1980-talets senare del.

Uppsats V behandlar bestämningsfaktorerna för hyresnivåer och hyresutveckling på
den hyresreglerade bostadshyresmarknaden, samt frågan om vilken avkastning
fastighetsägarens får på kapitalinsatser i form av kvalitetshöjande åtgärder. Mikroläget visade
sig ha effekt på hyresnivån, men inte åldern. Investeringar och underhållsinsatser visade sig
ge rimlig avkastning i form av extra hyresökningar. De verkliga hyresökningarna är något
större än vad som fastställs i de centrala hyresförhandlingarna.

Uppsats VI analyserar effektivavkastningen i en portfölj avkastningsfastigheter med
blandad användning under tidsperioden 1979—1997. Olika definitioner prövas. De visar sig
ge näst intill likadana resultat. Effektivavkastningens bestämningsfaktorer identifieras i
regressionsanalyser med paneldatamodeller. Avkastningen kan då separeras på en
kommersiell komponent och en bostadskomponent. Tidsmönstret för dessa två komponenter
är väsentligt olika, även om medelvärdena över hela perioden inte skiljer sig mycket åt.

Uppsats VII redovisar en litteraturgenomgång inom ämnesområdet prisstudier på
fastighetsmarknaden. En granskning görs av 145 studier där regressionsanalys används för att
skatta prisekvationer. I uppsatsen analyseras hur det vetenskapliga, och framförallt det
ekonometriska tillvägagångssättet presenteras i de olika studierna.

Deskriptorer: fastighetsekonomi, fastighetsvärdering, fastighetstaxering, avkastningsfastig-
heter, hedonisk teknik, modellspecifikation, lägeseffekter, fastighetskrisen, spekulations-
bubbla, kapitaliseringsfaktor, hyresreglering, effektivavkastning, Stockholm.
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Essays in Real Estate Appraisal:
Summary and Discussion

1 Introduction

1.1 About the thesis

The present anthology is a doctoral thesis in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the
degree of Doctor of Technology at the Royal Institute of Technology (R.I.T.) in Stockholm.
The research was carried out in the Department of Building and Real Estate Economics with
Professor Roland Andersson as the director. Professor Christian Janssen was the thesis
advisor. During the initial phases of my research, Professors Erik Persson and Erik Carlegrim
were directors.

The thesis builds on seven separate research papers. An introductory section summarises
these papers and puts them in perspective. The introduction also explains my contributions to
papers jointly authored with other researchers. Then follow seven sections, each containing
one of the separate studies, which were carried out and reported independently of each other.
Two of the papers are previously published in peer reviewed journals. The other papers are
under review for possible publication.

The research addresses the topic of Real Estate Appraisal and Valuation. This topic belongs to
the academic discipline of Real Estate Economics, which is an applied science, theoretically
and methodologically based on Economics, Finance and Business, however defined in
particular by the phenomena investigated, i.e., the real estate market and its institutions.

1.2 The development of a research strategy

My background includes a M.Sc. degree in land surveying, from the R.I.T., with a major in
real estate planning. After several years as a teacher and post-graduate student in real estate
economics I left the department and experienced the property boom of the late 1980s, as well
as the crash, from the inside, working as a fee appraiser. During the early years of the 1990s, I
was the Director of the under-graduate program and carried a full-time teaching load.

During my first period in the department, I had one paper published (Söderberg, 1985).
However, the research culture was not one of orientation toward publication in international
journals. Under the direction of Professor Roland Andersson, the strategy of aiming for
publication in international journals has been supported as one of the main objectives for the
department. From 1994, I was invited to partic ipate in Professor Roland Andersson’s research
project together with Professor Avelino Samartin, University of Madrid. In 1995 Professor
Christian Janssen, University of Alberta (later University of Victoria), proposed ongoing co-
operation. These projects have since proved to be successful and pleasant.

Another decisive event in the creation of an academic atmosphere in the department, was the
graduate course in real estate economics given by Professors John Quigley and Nancy
Wallace in 1997. From that point on the researchers in the department had a common
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foundation for research co-operation. Shortly after this course, Essays I and IV were accepted
for publication.

The insights obtained in the department during these years, was that successful research is
most effectively carried out in small research teams that have a common foundation in the
literature, producing papers with the one target international peer-reviewed journals. An
important tool for upholding this ambition is maintaining a working paper series in the
department intended for articles to be. I founded this publication series in 1996 and have been
the editor since.

I now have several papers in process and new projects under way. The strategy from now on
is to successively enlarge the group of successfully co-operating researchers in the
department.

1.3 Three research projects

My research papers during the last five years have been produced within three separate
research projects. The projects have been running in parallel. In the projects, the work has
been emanating from the respective databases created. The papers discussed in this thesis
were taken from two of the projects.

In the first project, designed to investigate the fundamental price determinants in the market
for income property, Samartin, Anderson and myself have been co-operating since 1994. Two
papers were produced within this research project in 1996 and 1999, respectively. The data
base created in one of these papers were used when writing Essay IV included in the thesis. In
addition, a preliminary study within this project laid the ground for writing Essay III.

In the second project, designed to investigate the price mechanisms in the market for income
property, Janssen and myself have been co-operating since 1995. Essays I, II and III, included
in this thesis, were produced within this research project in 1996, 1997 and 1999,
respectively. In addition, three papers not included in the thesis were produced during 1998
and 1999, two of them with colleagues of Janssen at the University of Victoria.

In the third project, my colleague Kicki Björklund and myself have been co-operating since
1996. The work with Essay VII was also initiated later in 1996. When carrying out this work,
our colleague Mats Wilhelmsson joined the group. Essay IV was written in 1997. Essays V
and VI were written in 1998.

All of the papers have since undergone revisions. During 1998 and 1999, some amount of
time has been spent revising papers as well as handling journal review processes.

1.4 Individual contributions to the essays discussed

Academic theses in Sweden may be jointly authored, but the individual contributions shall be
explained. Furthermore, the guidelines for the defence of doctoral dissertations at the Royal
Institute of Technology, emphasises that after the dissertation the doctoral student should be
prepared to independently carry out research in his or her chosen field.
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As most research work nowadays is carried out in research teams, the ability to carry out
research individually is more or less synonymous with being able to make individual
contributions within the framework of co-operation, while still maintaining both personal
scientific integrity and respect for the contributions of others. Thus, a particularly valuable
ability achieved within the work reported here is that of efficiently making contributions
within a joint research project. This ability will be of particular importance when directing
other doctoral students at some stage in the future.

When research is carried out jointly, there is naturally always the risk of one participant not
contributing equally to the common results. However, in case this would happen it is
reasonable to assume that the co-authors would be unwilling to once again go into a research
project with this researcher. Therefore, a good indication of a researcher having made
important enough contributions within a research team is the simple fact that he or she
remains an appreciated co-author of the team.

Though in this case necessary, it is usually a difficult task to identify afterwards individual
contributions to a jointly performed research work as well as to co-authored papers. The
essays discussed in the thesis are carried out within joint research projects. In all the essays
discussed, all participants have actively taken part in all stages of the research process. In
particular, this includes: initiating the research project, collecting data, creating a useful
research database, identifying relevant research topics, formulating hypotheses, reviewing the
literature, specifying the models, defining variables, carrying out the analyses, interpreting
and evaluating the results, writing the report, presenting results at seminars and conferences,
handling the editorial review process and finally revising the work according to relevant
critique. However, for practical reasons the main responsibility for different stages have been
distributed differently in the papers.

Andersson has been the director of the thesis work. The co-operation within the respective
projects has been carried out with Janssen, Björklund and Wilhelmsson. Regarding the co-
operation with Björklund and Wilhelmsson, there is little difference between our academic
qualifications, which would possibly indicate that our scientific contributions are
approximately of equal value. The same obvious relation is perhaps not at hand in the co-
operation with Janssen. His academic career is long, as is his list of published papers.
Consequently, during the first year of our joint research work, Janssen’s role was that of a
senior colleague, initiating and guiding the processes. However, the essays included here were
produced within ordinary co-operation on equal terms.

Regarding the seven papers contained in this thesis, the authors have together made the
following identification of the individual researcher’s contribution.

Essay I was initiated by Janssen. To apply the hedonic technique to income properties had for
some time been discussed by the two of us, but the idea to turn this into a study in the path of
Berry and Bednarz (1975) was his. Söderberg’s contribution in the initial stages was to
identify possibilities and limitations, particularly in terms of data availability and reliability,
and to create the database. The work with refining and exploring the data, deciding the model
specifications, the analyses and the interpretations, was done jointly. Janssen wrote the first
version of the paper, except for the literature review that Söderberg carried out and reported.
The work with numerous revisions was done together. Söderberg presented an earlier version
of the paper at the AREUEA/ERES Conference in Maastricht in June 1998.
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Essay II was written individually by Söderberg. It was originally an occasional paper,
completed in 1997, closely related to Essays I and III. The topic addressed is partly the same
as that in Essay I. The database used is a reduced version of that applied in Essay I. The paper
was useful as a starting point when writing other papers within the project, including Essay
III. Janssen later suggested the paper be rewritten and included in this thesis. Janssen has
reviewed the paper and made valuable suggestions.

Essay III was initiated by Andersson and Samartin. The design of the study was done by
Janssen and Söderberg jointly. We used the same database as in Essay I. Söderberg provided
some complementary geographic data. The work with the model specification, the analyses
and the interpretations was done jointly. Janssen wrote the first version of the paper. During
that stage, Söderberg contributed more to reviewing the literature and putting the work in
perspective. Janssen presented a shorter version of the paper at the AREUEA/AsRES
Conference in Hawaii in May 1999. The paper has thereafter been subject to a revision. The
version included in the thesis was written by Söderberg. It contains some modifications
completed by him independently, including a reformulation of the model specification.

Essay IV was the result of Björklund and Söderberg in 1996 merging two short papers that
they had been working on independently for some time, each using his/her own database.
When merging the studies a major contribution to refining the database was made by
Björklund. The work with exploring the data, deciding the model specifications, performing
the analyses and the interpretations, was done jointly. When writing the first version of the
paper we took responsibility for one part each. Söderberg made a major contribution to
reviewing the literature. Janssen reviewed the paper and made valuable suggestions. The
(many) revisions of the paper, including handling the various stages of the journal review
process, were carried out jointly.

Essay IV was written in 1997. At the time of carrying out the first analyses for this paper, we
were quite content with the quality and uniqueness of the data used. However, when preparing
the paper for journal submission we soon realised that what we should have, to be able to
carry out much more interesting studies, would be a longer time series and additional
variables for each observation. Therefore, a great effort was put into achieving this objective.
An important step was securing agreements concerning long-range research co-operation with
private companies active in the real estate industry. The most important outcome of the
agreements is the availability of good data. The work with compiling the new information and
improving the databases is an important part of the research underlying Essays V and VI.

Essay V was initiated by Björklund, who also had the major responsibility for creating the
database. The work with the model specifications, analyses and interpretations was carried out
jointly. We designed the paper together. Söderberg had the primary responsibility for
reviewing the literature and putting the paper in perspective. The paper was written jointly.
We presented a previous version of the paper at the ENHR Conference in Cardiff in
September 1998. Readers of the early version made a number of suggestions for revisions,
which we carried out jointly.

Essay VI was initiated by Söderberg. Björklund had the major responsibility for creating the
database. The work with the model specifications, analyses and interpretations was carried out
jointly. We have carried out the literature review and designed the paper together. Söderberg
wrote the first version of the paper. Björklund presented an early version of the paper at the
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AREUEA/AsRES Conference in Hawaii in May 1999. Following suggestions by conference
participants a major revision was carried out jointly.

Essay VII was initiated by Söderberg inspired by an interesting paper by McCloskey and
Ziliak (1996). This essay is methodologically different, but still a common foundation and
source of inspiration for all papers in the thesis. Insights gained from reviewing over a
hundred recent papers benefited all the essays in the thesis. The work started in 1996 and
received economic support from the Lundberg Research Foundation. Björklund, Söderberg
and Wilhelmsson designed the study and together selected the papers that met our criteria for
inclusion. The analyses and the interpretations were carried out jointly. Wilhelmsson made a
major contribution in all respects where a solid knowledge of econometrics was required.
Wilhelmsson also carried out a good third of the heavy work of reviewing the articles under
study. This project has resulted in a larger report (in Swedish) and a Working Paper (no. 29).
Söderberg rewrote the paper following critique from readers of the Working Paper. Extensive
comments were received from Janssen. The version included here has been approved by
Björklund and Wilhelmsson.

1.5 About the summaries

The section to follow presents how I would summarise the studies and view their relationship
to each other. My co-authors may see it differently or wish to present it differently. However,
this is my dissertation and it is therefore appropriate to present the research from my
perspective.
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2 Summary of the work adduced

2.1 Essay I

Christian Janssen och Bo Söderberg (1999): ”Estimating Market Prices and Assessed Values
for Income Properties”, Urban Studies, Vol. 36, No. 2.

The appraisal procedures for income property, used by appraisers for the estimation of market
value, are known to follow a uniform model. This model is a variant of the standard net
present value formula for cash-flow analysis. The variables included in the appraisal formula
may vary over sub-markets, as may the degree of generalisation and simplification. Still, the
basic idea remains; the value is capitalised future return. Furthermore, future return basically
depends on the rental space. Consequently, value would depend largely on the size, type,
location and risk of the rental space. Essay I was inspired by this basic idea.

It would be reasonable to expect a relatively large literature on the estimation of price
equations for income property. However, a literature review of the application of hedonic
techniques to income property gave very few hits. Furthermore, the studies found were
disparate and provided little foundation for compiling findings and designing a replicating
study. The purpose was therefore formulated analogous to that of another tradition within the
hedonic literature, namely that of analysing the outcome of property assessments. The study
that appeared to be the starting point in this tradition was that carried out by Berry and
Bednarz (1975), who examined the relation between the assessed values and the market
values for single-family properties in Chicago. However, during the final stages of working
with this paper, the parallel work with Essay VII had progressed far enough to uncover what
was found to be the very first study in this tradition, namely that by Haas (1922).

The purpose in Essay I is to estimate a hedonic price function for mixed-use income
properties and to use the same model specification when explaining the assessed value for the
same sample of properties, i.e. to estimate a hedonic assessment function. The estimated
equations are then used for evaluating the assessment for this particular type of property. The
main hypotheses are that the property prices may be reliably estimated in terms of but a few
property attributes, and that the same set of attribute variables will prove to determine the
assessed values, equally well or probably even better. The approach may be used for
investigating whether some properties are systematically over- or under-assessed.

The method used is a standard empirical application of the hedonic technique. The property
market data used was taken from the official Real Property Sales Price Record. Attribute
variables found in this data record are copied from the Property Assessment Record.

The first step of the analysis includes the estimation of a price equation and an assessment
equation. The model specification is a Cobb-Douglas function. The explanatory variables
used are residential space, commercial space, age of the building, and four location dummies.
Both equations are highly significant, with high values for the coefficient of determination
and high F-values. The variation explained was higher for the assessment equation than for
the price equation, some 97 percent and 80 percent, respectively. This is not surprising as the
assessed values are set according to specified valuation procedures, whereas the individual
market transactions take place on premises that vary over buyers and sellers, even though
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based on a common view regarding basic determinants of the property value. Overall, the
model explains the values quite well.

The estimated parameters for the independent variables were largely as expected. Residential
space and commercial space were highly significant, with the expected sign and magnitude of
the coefficient. So was the age variable. The location dummies however, were not all
significant. A location in the eastern and southern part of the inner city had a significant effect
on the predicted assessed value, positive and negative, respectively. Location in the eastern
part had a significant positive effect in both the price and assessment equation. However, the
effect was stronger in the price equation, suggesting that properties in this location were
relatively under-assessed.

The second step of the analysis includes regressing the same set of independent variables on
the quotient between assessed value and selling price. As expected, the variable for eastern
location turned out to be significant and negative. The variation explained was however low.
A number of complementary regressions were therefore carried out to further investigate the
determinants of the assessment-to-price ratio.

The overall conclusion we arrived at is that there is a high degree of consistency within the
appraisal process and that the assessed value may be explained by just a few attributes. The
same general conclusion applies to the price equation. Only minor differences were found.
The price is determined with slightly less consistency by the players on the market. We
concluded that older properties, properties located in the eastern and southern parts as well as
properties with a higher price per square metre tended to be under-assessed relative to the
others.

There is one conclusion from this investigation that may be of some practical importance for
the assessment process. It is often argued that it would be desirable if the assessment could be
based entirely on physical attributes, rather than on economic attributes, such as gross or net
income. Data on the latter are more costly to collect, are generally more uncertain and
fluctuates over time and market cycles. Data on physical attributes on the other hand, can be
determined with a higher degree of exactness and may also be verified more easily.

There are some shortcomings in the paper. Firstly, some simplifications were made in the
model specification and with respect to the data used. Initial runs included a number of
variables controlling for differences in market conditions, but as no significant effects were
found, these variables were excluded from the analyses. The prices are not deflated to
constant money value. The effect of the interest rate subsidy system is not modelled
explicitly. This effect would then show up in the age variable. The effect on price and
assessed value of varying distance to central points is not considered. Secondly, little work
was put into exploring other possible model specifications.

2.2 Essay II

Bo Söderberg (1999): ”A Note on the Hedonic Model Specification for Income Properties”.

A number of papers in the literature on hedonic price studies addresses the question of the
choice of functional form for the regression equation. Several studies have pointed out that
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theory can not give any guidance as to what is an appropriate functional form. The reason is
that the price equation is a reduced form expression that mirrors both supply and demand
influences. The hedonic technique is primarily applied to the estimation of prices on the
market for single-family properties and the discussion in the literature regarding the choice of
functional form has predominantly concerned that market.

The conditions are slightly different in the market for income properties. In that case,
consumption theory with respect to composite commodities is less relevant. The more
relevant pricing theories to consider in this case would rather be the financial valuation
models, like the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) and the arbitrage pricing theory (APT),
and of course traditional capitalisation techniques, like the standard net present value formula
(NPV).

Some studies are found where different functional forms are compared and evaluated, the
seminal work being that of Halvorsen and Pollakowski (1981). This is usually done in terms
of goodness of fit or in terms of the usefulness of the first order derivatives that the models
supply.

In Essay II, I address the issue of how to choose the functional form for the hedonic price
equation of mixed-use income property. The point of departure is slightly different compared
to those of previous studies in the field. Firstly, as the sub-market under study is that for
income property, at least something is known about the true functional form. In particular, I
assume that prices are determined by a standard NPV procedure, as there is a fair amount of
evidence for formal NPV calculations being the true consideration underlying the decisions
made by particularly the buyers in the sub-market. Secondly, one important issue within real
estate appraisal, that is not equally important within studies focusing on the marginal prices
for different attributes, is that models derived should work efficiently and convincingly as
prediction instruments for out-of-sample properties. Thus, the goodness of fit within the
sample can not be the sole criterion for evaluating a hedonic model that is to be used for
appraisal purposes.

The study is limited to two standard model specifications often found in the hedonic
literature. One model discussed is a standard log-linear, or Cobb-Douglas function, the other
is slightly modified to become more of a semi-log linear function. The purpose is to
investigate how reliable these two specifications are for modelling the price of mixed-use
income property.

From one point of view, the topic of the paper may perhaps be regarded irrelevant. One may
argue that the econometric techniques, as well as the standard packages available, go beyond
the issues of standard hedonic modelling, as e.g. non-parametric regression models as well as
advanced transformations can manage most empirical situations. However, within the field of
appraisal these arguments partly aim beside the target. In many appraisal situation the most
important issue is to present a model that is understandable, interpretable and convincing in
its entirety. In particular, this is true in the case of mass appraisal for tax purposes and other
official uses.

The paper raises some aspects relevant to the work in Essay I, but not pursued there.
Indications are that the log-linear model specification may in some cases be too sensitive to
be effective for out-of-sample predictions.
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In the general discussion about modelling the price of mixed-use income properties, I argue
that the model should have, in principle, an additive specification, or rather a mixed
specification where multiplicative modifiers are allowed to affect the additive terms. It is
sometimes preferable to approximate a mixed model with an additive functional form, as the
analysis programs for linear relationships are more developed than their non-linear
counterpart. I then argue that the log-linear specification of the Cobb-Douglas function is not
particularly suitable for approximating the desired functional form in some critical intervals.

The method used is to apply the two models under discussion to the same set of empirical
data. The results obtained are compared and interpreted. Sensitivity analyses are carried out to
further demonstrate the instability of the Cobb-Douglas specification as a prediction tool.

The data used is a reduced set of the database used in Essay I and later in Essay III. A number
of observations were deleted with the sole purpose of obtaining a data set where largely the
only remaining price effecting variables would be those related to the rental space of the
property, the age of the building and the distance to CBD. Thus, I eliminate the observations
where the buyer is a bank, the buyer is a co-operative, the property is leasehold, and the
building is so young that interest rate subsidies may affect the price.

The estimation results are seemingly not that different between the two specifications. Both
models explain reasonably well the price variation. All coefficients that were expected to be
significant were found to be so, with the expected sign and magnitude. The hedonic prices,
i.e., the marginal prices with respect to the independent variables, are reasonable. The results
for the two different models are similar.

The important results are to be found in the sensitivity analysis with respect to the Cobb-
Douglas specification. In particular, the combined effect of residential space and commercial
space is found to be highly unstable for some empirically realistic variable values. The
interpretation is that this model specification should be used with care (if at all) for valuation
purposes of properties of the kind under study.

2.3 Essay III

Bo Söderberg and Christian Janssen (1999): ”Estimating Distance Gradients for Apartment
Properties”.

The standard urban economic model (SUE), as Follain and Jimenez (1985) express it, predicts
that urban land prices would decrease as one moves away from the central business district
(CBD). This assumed phenomenon is usually referred to as a negative, or declining land rent
gradient, always understood to be a declining effect away from the CBD. The theoretical
foundation for the SUE is the seminal work by von Thünen (1826). In his work, the price
pattern for equally productive land in the vicinity of a local market is determined by the
influences of transportation costs for delivering the agrarian produce from the farms to the
market. The more distant the location, the higher the transportation cost, and consequently the
less profitable the production at that location (per unit of input other than land). The return on
land input accordingly is referred to as the land rent. As land that yields a higher land rent
would sell for higher prices, then would land that yields less, the land prices (per unit) are
expected to decline as one moves away from the local market place.
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The work by von Thünen has been further developed in several studies. However, the
complete mathematical formulation of the theory is commonly understood to be that made by
Mohring (1961), Alonso (1964) and Muth (1969). The focus is no longer on the value of
agricultural land, but on the value of all land surrounding the CBD, however the
transportation cost is still the major aspect underlying the theory. The SUE makes other
predictions than those relative to land prices, including density gradients. There are several
advanced developments of the SUE, including intra-urban mobility, the existence of multiple
centres, segregation, etc.

The literature that empirically tests various hypotheses of the SUE and its successors is large.
In particular, we are interested in the literature that aim at finding support for a negative land
rent gradient. To summarise the impression from reviewing some of the literature in this field,
there seems to be a limited, vague or ambiguous support for this hypothesis. A number of
studies arrive at the conclusion, or at least would not exclude the possibility that there is, in
fact, a positive land rent gradient. The explanation would be found in terms of negative
external effects, the more negative the closer to CBD the location. On the other hand the
explanations to there being so little empirical support for a negative land rent gradient is
searched for among unreliable data, types of market analysed and incomplete models, in other
words, estimation shortcomings.

The purpose in Essay III is to estimate urban price and value gradients that would allow
interpretations in terms of the SUE gradient hypothesis. In particular, we hypothesise that the
urban area studied, i.e., the inner city of Stockholm, is mono-centric with a negative land rent
gradient. In a previous study by Szynkier (1983), some clear evidence for the negative land
rent gradient hypothesis is found. Szynkier’s work empirically relied on the assessed land
value in the official property assessment records, i.e., land residual estimates for properties
that are fully developed. Though the assessments are market value based in this jurisdiction, it
is reasonable to raise some doubt regarding the reliability of assessed land values as there is
presumably little empirical support in terms of transactions of undeveloped land underlying
the assessment process.

We apply a different approach. The method used is a standard application of the hedonic
technique. The property market data used was taken from the official Real Property Sales
Price Record. Attribute variables found in this data record are copied from the Property
Assessment Record. The data set used is almost identical to the one used in Essay I (three
observations were deleted because of missing values for some of the variables). Hence, the
hedonic price function is estimated from transactions of mixed-use income properties
dominated by residential use. This implies some empirical complication, due to market
institutions. In particular, we expect the price of the developed properties in our data set to be
largely determined by the residential rent and that the commercial component would have
lesser impact. Furthermore, we know that the residential market under study is subject to rent
control, leaving little room for locational rent differences. Consequently, we have a reason to
believe that there is no rent gradient and that this is reflected in the absence of a property price
gradient, even though the true shape of the underlying land rent gradient is negative, yet
unobservable.

Under rent control, the locational values are likely to appear as black-market key money for
rental contracts. This unofficial (in fact illegal) market usually benefits the former contractor
and not the property owner. As the rent control only refers to the residential rental market,
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location effects are largely observable on the commercial rental market, and in the case of
purely commercial properties the location effect is much more likely to be reflected in a
negative land rent gradient. On the market for residential co-operative flats, there is no price
control, and thus the location effects are observable in the price structure for co-ops.

However, it is not evident that this effect would be reflected in the property prices paid for
residential income properties where flats are granted as co-ops. The reason is that in every
case when a residential property is sold, there is only one potential buyer that would have
incentives for paying a price that takes into account the possibilities of direct capitalisation of
the (excess) values of the rental units as if sold as co-ops. This potential buyer is the potential
association of the current tenants. All other potential buyers would be likely to pay no more
than what is justified by the net present value of expected future controlled rents, however
possibly also affected by the discounted value of expected profits from conversion from rental
to co-operative tenure in the future.

The sample of properties used for estimating the property price gradient is also used for
estimating the assessment value gradient and the rent gradient. By estimating the assessment
gradient, using the same specification as for the price equation, we are able to carry out an
evaluation of the assessment procedure similar to the one in Essay I, however more
developed. By estimating a rent equation, we address a topic that has caught some interest in
the rent control literature, namely that of identifying rent differentiating attributes.

The first step of the analysis includes the estimation of a hedonic price equation, an
assessment equation and an income equation. The model specification is slightly improved
compared to that used in Essay I, in analogy with the discussion found in Essay II. The
explanatory variables used are total rented space, proportion commercial space, age of the
building, distance to CBD, direction dummies, a variable controlling for interest rate subsidy
effects, and a number of variables controlling for possible differences in the market conditions
relative to the individual transactions or properties.

All three equations are highly significant, with very high values for the coefficient of
determination and high F-values. The variation explained was highest for the assessment
equation and lowest for the price equation.

The parameters for the independent variables were on the whole as expected. We are in this
case particularly interested in the distance effect. It is significantly negative in the price
equation, with a slower rate of decrease in direction east. In the assessment equation the effect
is significantly negative, with a faster rate of decrease in direction south, except for direction
east where there is a slightly positive effect, however not significant. In the rent equation,
there were no significant distance effects.

The second step of the analysis includes estimating capitalisation rates as a function of the
distance to CBD. The predicted gross cap rates were computed as the quotient between the
predicted income and the predicted price, using the regression solutions. The gross cap rates
consequently increase with increasing distance from CBD in all directions. Estimates of the
net cap rate are also reported. However, these are less reliable as they also depend on
estimates, made from aggregated data, of operation and maintenance costs.

In the third step of the analysis, we hypothesised that the ”true” central point (CP) of the city,
as perceived by the market participants need not necessarily be the same as the very central
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point of the business district. This is particularly so, as our data set pertained properties
dominated by residential use. Hence, we allowed the co-ordinates of the assumed CP to vary.
We then carried out a gird search over the central parts of the city, reestimating the distance
variable as well as the regression for each hypothetical CP of the grid. The ”true” CP was
established as the point for which the regression fit was the best. It then turned out that this
point was located some 1 kilometre east of the CBD. The same procedure was run for the
assessment equation. The assessment procedure appears to have placed the central point north
of the CBD.

The overall conclusion we arrive at is that the results do support the mono-centric model.
Furthermore, we regard the negative property price gradient as evidence of the negative land
rent gradient hypothesis of the SUE model.

This paper involves some important improvements relative to Essay I. Still, there are two
shortcomings in the study. Firstly, there are imperfections related to the measurement and
modelling of the distance variable. As the distance variable is combined with direction
dummies, the distance gradients estimated are not continuous in the plane, but discontinuous
in the section between two adjacent direction segments. Furthermore, we measure the distance
as the craw flies although we know that transportation or communication within a city does
not occur alongside the straight line between a particular location and the very central point.
The appropriate distance variable would rather estimate commuting time to the CBD, i.e. it
ought to be based on a “passability-compensated” measure of the overland distance.

Secondly, a want in the paper is a full investigation of the urban gradient effect relative to the
density of improved property. For example, in case each property in a city has the same value,
but the number of properties per square kilometre declines with distance from the CBD, then
the constant price level per property would still be synonymous with a declining land rent.
Though the property price gradient empirically derived in this study is an indication of the
existence of a significant negative urban land rent gradient, it is not a complete measure of the
magnitude of this negative gradient as long as the coefficient is not compensated for the
density gradient effect. Some preliminary estimates have been carried out pointing towards a
negative density gradient. Thus, the land rent gradient would be the sum of the price gradient
and the density gradient.

There is one further complication to deal with in this matter. We use the estimated property
price gradient as a proxy for the land price gradient property-wise, however we thereby have
made the implicit assumption that the land value is a constant fraction of the property value.
This need not necessarily be the case. In principle, one may think of the property price
gradient as the sum of three gradients, the land rent gradient, the density gradient and the land
value fraction gradient. The next step to be taken in the research project is to explore the
possibilities to fully estimate this relationship.
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2.4 Essay IV

Kicki Björklund and Bo Söderberg (1999): ”Property Cycles, Speculative Bubbles and the
Gross Income Multiplier”, Journal of Real Estate Research, Vol. 18, No. 1.

The background to this study is the unsatisfactory descriptions found in the literature
regarding the evolution of events on the Swedish property market during the property boom
of the 1980s and the crash that followed. Few serious studies of this remarkable period in the
property market history were found, and those that were found did not point towards a
convincing consensus. In particular, the work by Jaffee (1994) seemed to contradict
preliminary findings from exploring our own data.

The purpose of this essay is to investigate the evolution of property prices and property
market fundamentals from boom to bust in a way that is novel compared to the previous
analyses, including Jaffe (1994) and Malmström (1995). The hypothesis is that the property
market during the boom phase was not driven exclusively by market fundamentals in terms of
rent levels and rental growth.

The method used is empirical and includes a number of different steps, all of which tend to
point in the same direction, though none of them may be considered a formal test. The first
analytical technique involves investigating a property price index for income properties in
Stockholm over a long time period. Macro-economic variables are regressed on the price
index variable as well as on a theoretical price index variable from which a hypothetical
speculative bubble was subtracted, i.e., a “de-bubbled” price index. In the second analysis, the
method includes computing the gross income multiplier (GIM) for a sample of mixed-use
income properties annually for the time period 1979-1992. We test whether the annual
average GIM values change from one year to the next. The third analysis includes regressing
a number of macro-economic variables on a price index, a rent index and a GIM index
respectively.

The data used for computing the property price index was obtained from Statistics Sweden
(the official property price record). The data used for analysing the GIM was obtained from a
large institutional investor. The data on effective rent and estimated market values (appraisal
estimates) had reference to 138 mixed-use income properties centrally located in the two
major cities of Sweden. With respect to the time series, the data on macro-economic variables
was obtained from Statistics Sweden, the one exception being the asking rent, which was
obtained from SML (Stockholm).

The result from the first analysis is that some macro-economic variables may explain almost
all price variation over a long period of time. However, if we assume that there had been a
speculative price bubble and remove it from the price index, the coefficient of determination
is found to increase when the same macro-economic variables are regressed on the “de-
bubbled” price index. The analysis of the GIM points out that there has been a clearly cyclical
pattern over this time period. The differences between the average GIM of two subsequent
years were found to be statistically significant for all but one year. In summary, the results
from the regression analyses are that the price index is highly explainable in terms of macro-
economic variables, such as the GDP. However, when regressing property market
fundamentals, such as the asking rent on the price index, the coefficient of determination is
much lower. In particular, it is much lower than that of a regression where the asking rent is
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regressed on the GIM. Macro-economic variables that are assumed to represent demand for
rental space explain almost equally well the price index variable and the GIM.

The overall conclusion we arrive at is that the persistent drift in the GIM variable during the
time-period 1986-1990, as well as the analysis of the hypothetically “de-bubbled” price index
points towards the possibility of prices having been partly driven by prices during this time
period. The result from the regression analyses points in the same direction.

The analyses suffer from some shortcomings. In particular, the data series used in the
regressions are far too short for ordinary time series analysis. The regressions are carried out
as ordinary cross-section analyses on variables in levels, whereas the appropriate way would
have been to compute first, or higher order differences, test for stationarity and carry out
analyses of co-integration. However, all regressions are carried out in a pair-wise manner, and
the important observation in each step is to be made in terms of differences between the two
(or more) cases. Furthermore, there was also the purpose of carrying out these regressions in
order to illustrate the limited usefulness of such analyses, which would be relevant taking into
account the fact that several other papers have made such regressions their major tool of
analysis.

There is one important conclusion that does not concern the various empirical analyses. It was
interesting to take part in the review process of the JRER and to find out that our main source
of inspiration for writing this paper in the first place, was appreciated by the reviewers and the
editors. The usefulness of the GIM as a means of describing the phases of the property cycle
was found to be in itself an important result.

2.5 Essay V

Kicki Björklund and Bo Söderberg (1998): ”Rent Determinants and Rent Drift in a Housing
Market under Rent Control”.

Investment decisions and valuation considerations on the property market are largely a
question of predicting and evaluating the future gross return, which is determined by market
forces on the underlying rental market. The Swedish rental market is dual; the entire market
for residential rental units (i.e. not including co-operatives) operates under rent control,
whereas the rents in the commercial rental market are set freely. Thus, the study of income
property is largely the study of a market that is indirectly regulated.

In research literature there are a few studies that empirically analyse the residential rental
market in Sweden. However, these studies are not carried out from a property investment
perspective but rather from a housing policy or sociological point of view. Few attempts have
been made to estimate the rent determinants on a micro attribute level.

The main purpose of Essay V was to study the determinants of the residential rent from an
investor point of view. Firstly, we estimated rent equations within a standard hedonic
framework. In particular, we wanted to see if there were location differences in rent levels.
Previous studies have failed to identify such differences. However, we assumed that the high
quality, micro level data at our disposal may be better suited for finding such evidence.
Secondly, we compared the annual increases of the effective rents in privately owned
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properties with the official increases supported by the rent control. In this case we were
particularly interested in investigating signs of a rent drift, that is explainable in terms of
quality improvements to the rental units. Furthermore, we wanted to find out the extent to
which the owner receives returns, in terms of rent increases, on quality improvements.
However, we also argue that there may be an excess rent increase that is not explainable in
terms of quality improving investments. Among other things, the rationale could be that
tenants are able to accept a minor rent drift, without bothering to make claims to the rent
tribunal, in rental units that have an attractive location, as long as the effort (cost) from
appealing exceeds the value of the rent drift.

To summarise, there were three main hypotheses. We expected to find that rent levels varied
over location when controlling for other rent affecting variables. We expected to find that the
effective rent in privately owned properties exceeded the officially controlled increases. We
expected to find evidence that the rent increases were partly explainable in terms of quality
improving investments.

The study was empirical. When identifying the existence of a rent drift in the sample,
ordinary t-tests were applied, comparing the average rent increases with those officially
sanctioned. The method used for estimating the determinants of the residential rent level is
regression analysis applying panel data models. Panel data models were also used for
analysing the determinants of the rent drift, in terms of quality improvements, measured as
investments and maintenance costs.

The data was obtained from a large institutional investor. The database is an extension, in
terms of variables used, of the database used in Essay IV. However, the number of
observations was reduced in two ways. Firstly, we only allowed properties with a minor
proportion of commercial space to remain in the data set. Secondly, the books did not separate
residential rents and commercial rents prior to 1988, and therefore the time period under study
was limited to the years 1989—1997. The accountancy data as well as attribute variables have
reference to 90 income properties centrally located in the two major cities of Sweden. The
total number of complete observations is 752. Time series on the official rent increases
supported by the rent control system were obtained from the tenants association. Data on
inflation was obtained from Statistics Sweden.

The results from comparing the observed rent increases within the sample with the official
ones indicated that there was a substantial, though not extreme, rent drift for the properties
studied. Simple inspections made it possible to identify two separate groups of properties. A
small group, 11 properties had experienced a very high rent drift, some 50 percent or more,
whereas the rent drift in the remaining 79 properties was less than 25 percent. Even in the
group with a lower rent drift, the average rent drift was significantly different from zero
during most of the years under study.

The regressions, aimed at explaining the rent level, were carried out for the two cities
separately. Significant location effects were found. In the final model, the age of the building
was also significant in both cities with the expected negative sign in Stockholm, but
surprisingly enough with a positive sign in Gothenburg. The effect of age was however found
to be very small.

We also expected the one-year lag, as well as the two-year lag, of the quality improving
investments to be significant and positive. Furthermore, we controlled for the possible effect
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of the maintenance costs as well as the one-year lag of that variable. In case maintenance
costs positively affect the rent drift, this was likely to be an indication of a successful creative
accountancy strategy. This is so, as the property owner has then been able to both raise rents
as if maintenance costs were quality improving and gain from short-run tax shelter
advantages. The results were slightly different for Stockholm and for Gothenburg. In
Stockholm the effect from the one-year lag of investments was 0.04. The interpretation of this
result is that the real rate of return on the reinvestment is 4  percent. Interestingly enough, the
return on maintenance costs was also found to be some 4 percent. In Gothenburg the return on
the one-year lag of investments was found to be some 2 percent.

In the second group of regressions, the observed rent drift entered as the dependent variable.
This analysis was only applied to the 79 properties with the moderate rent drift. In particular,
the one-year lag of the investments was still found to be highly significant.

There were some shortcomings with respect to the study. In particular, the number of
observations was too small. Furthermore, it would have been preferable to make the
observations relative to the individual rental units, concerning both rent increases,
maintenance costs and investments. However, the data was aggregated on the property level
in this case, and is likely to be so in most books.

The next step in analysing the determinants of the residential rent in this market would have
been to increase the data sample and see if the results remained stable. If possible, analysing
the rent increases for the individual rental units would have been preferable. With the above
results at hand, it would also have been interesting to investigate the reactions of the tenants
representatives to the results, as well as the attitudes towards rent increases among tenants
that have experienced quality improvements to their flats.

2.6 Essay VI

Bo Söderberg and Kicki Björklund (1999): ”Analysing Performance in a Constant Sample of
Mixed-Use Properties in Sweden”.

The traditional mainstream within research in real estate appraisal, as well as in real estate
economics in general, is that of analysing, modelling, explaining and predicting transaction
prices of properties in different markets. Within the framework of the three approaches, see
e.g. Appraisal Institute (1996), this objective is most natural. The three approaches largely
apply and will probably remain to be important tools for ages. However, these valuation
techniques will most certainly not be sufficient for handling the full range of valuation issues
in the future.

In particular, there is one appraisal market, probably one of the most significant economically,
where the three approaches to value are likely to give inappropriate guidance in the decision-
making. The market in question includes appraisals carried out to support the decision
whether or not to include (or exclude) a marginal property under consideration to a large
portfolio of assets. In these cases it would be most natural that the decisions be made within
the framework of mainstream financial theories, in particular according to portfolio analysis
models.
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The financial revolution has conquered most areas of real estate economics; however, real
estate appraisal remains a major exception, at least in Sweden. The appraisal techniques are
only slightly affected by financ ial theories, and few papers have addressed the topic of how to
reformulate, adjust or replace the three approaches according to portfolio management
aspects. However, the evolving literature on REITs, property performance measurement,
appraisal bias, property index construction, hedging etc., is closely related to the question of
how to value property within the portfolio framework. An important step in the direction of
modernising the appraisal methods is that of developing the techniques for measuring the total
rate of return on direct investment in different types of property.

The main purpose of Essay VI was to estimate time series on total rate of return (TRR) for
different types of property by using return data on mixed-use properties. The scope of our
study is in this respect similar to that of Dokko, Edelstein, Pomer and Urdang (1991). The
secondary purpose was to analyse the possible determinants of the individual deviations
within a portfolio of properties from the annual average estimates of the total rate of return.
Furthermore, we investigated if different definitions (established in the literature) of the total
rate of return produced estimates that differ significantly when applied to the same portfolio
of properties.

Our main hypothesis was that the time series on return on purely commercial property showed
a different pattern than that on purely residential property. In particular, we hypothesised that
the general property boom of the late 1980s was largely a reflection of a boom with respect to
commercial property. We further hypothesised that individual deviations from the average
total rate of return among properties in the sample were partly explainable in terms of
maintenance costs and investments, and that for some properties constant individual effects
would be found. We also assumed that the estimates of annual average total rate of return
would differ over definitions used, at least for certain years during the time period under
study.

The method used for estimating the determinants of the total rate of return, as well as the
individual deviation from the annual averages, is regression analysis applying panel data
models. In the case of creating the time series on total rate of return, the error structure is
explicitly modelled and the regression model includes dynamic terms. The model explaining
individual deviation allows the estimation of individual, fixed effects. When comparing
differences in the results obtained from the use of different rates of return definitions, simple
inspection was used.

The data was obtained from a large institutional investor. The database is an extension of the
database used in Essay IV. It includes annual data for the time period 1979—1997. The total
number of complete observations is 2,468. Accountancy data as well as estimated market
values (appraisal estimates) have reference to 138 mixed-use income properties centrally
located in the two major cities of Sweden. Time series on the risk-free interest rate as well as
the inflation was obtained from Statistics Sweden.

The results from the comparison of different total rate of return definitions revealed
surprisingly small differences. For any one specific year, the differences between the mean-
values computed according to different definitions were approximately one percent or less.
However, for individual properties, the estimates for certain years varied considerably over
definitions used.
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The regression analyses on the annual total rate of return were carried out in four steps. In the
first regression the risk-free interest rate was the only independent variable that was highly
significant. In the second regression this variable was replaced by a set of time dummies. This
increased the explanatory power of the model dramatically. Obviously, the cyclical pattern of
the property market during the time period under study was not particularly well reflected by
the moderate swings of the risk-free interest rate. The third model included dynamic effects;
i.e., the one-year lag and the two-year lag of the dependent variable entered on the right-hand
side of the model. These two variables were highly significant, with the expected sign and
magnitude. In the fourth model, the important invention was to combine the variable
proportion of commercial space with the time dummy set. By so doing, we were able to
identify a time pattern for the rate of return on commercial space that differs from that with
respect to residential space. During the years previous to the property crisis, the return on
commercial space was greater than that on residential space, whereas after the market crash
the opposite was true. In the first three models, these differences were averaged out.

The regression analyses on the individual deviation from the annual averages of the total rate
of return were carried out in three steps. In all three regressions, the maintenance cost, the
investment and their one-year lagged values were significant. In the final model, significant
fixed effects were found for ten individual properties.

The overall conclusion we arrive at is that property indexes on total rate of return are of
questionable value as benchmarks for evaluating individual properties. The standard deviation
of the total rate of return estimates is large, and there are several variables that significantly
explain the variation in the individual deviation from the average values. Thus, to be able to
make use of the information in the index estimates, one has to control for differences in such
variables. Furthermore, the results lend support to the idea that TRR estimates are affected by
appraisal bias. In particular, this is supported by the highly significant effect on the TRR of
investments and their lagged values. Finally, the TRR is found to evolve differently for
different types of property.

The study may be extended in several ways. Firstly, a simple and natural step would be to
separate the TRR into the contribution from the net operating income (NOI) and the market
value appreciation. We expect the outcome from such an analysis to shed new light upon the
evolution of the market during the property boom and the crash. Furthermore, the regressions
so far only briefly touch upon the relation between the return on the property market and the
return on other financial markets or the macro economy in general. In particular, the data may
be used in traditional hedging analyses.

2.7 Essay VII

Kicki Björklund, Bo Söderberg and Mats Wilhelmsson (1998): ”An Investigation of Property
Price Studies”.

This essay may appear a bit of a side-track in the thesis. It is not an ordinary empirical paper,
like all the other papers included in the thesis, and furthermore, it is not even a traditional
literature review supporting the other essays. However, in practice writing this paper proved
to be a most important step in the process of performing our own standard research papers.
Thus it is regarded a major, though partly indirect contribution to the thesis.
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The background to this study is that the three authors were writing on different individual
papers, each having carried out literature searches that touched upon property price studies in
one way or another, however with no systematic co-operation. When we then came across a
paper that critically examined the use of regression analysis in applied (advanced) economic
research (McCloskey and Ziliak, 1996), the spontaneous reaction was that this study was well
worth replicating in addressing empirical property price studies. We expected reviewing the
literature in our respective fields, the way McCloskey and Ziliak had done, would be a very
instructive, yet straightforward effort and thus capable of being readily accomplished. The
project was found to be indeed instructive, however far from straightforward. The issue
addressed in the paper by McCloskey and Ziliak is best illustrated by the following question:
Has the widespread use of statistics within economic research made researchers confuse
economic importance with statistical significance? From preliminary investigations, their
discerning analysis was found to be difficult to replicate exactly, demanding too much of
subjective interpretations from the analyst.

In the essay we reviewed a substantial part of the literature that deals with empirically
estimating property price equations. The main purpose was to investigate the adherence to
good scientific practice when reporting the econometric issues in the studies reviewed. We
also aim at roughly classifying the articles of the sample into a number of subgroups.

The literature reviewed was selected in the following way. We first consulted all work that
was found to have made an overview of the academic discipline of real estate economics in
general, and all work found to have ranked, classified or reviewed the potentially relevant
journals within the discipline as well as the adjacent disciplines of urban economics and
housing economics. We selected 12 highly-ranked reviewed journals. We then glanced
through all full-length articles published in these journals during the time period 1990—1995
(the work started in 1996). All articles that included the estimation of a price or rent equation
by regression techniques were selected. The resulting number of articles in the selection thus
became 145.

The method used is borrowed from McCloskey and Ziliak. Thus, we formulated a number of
questions that were to be posed to the papers reviewed for the purpose of evaluating how well
the econometric issues were reported in the papers. We consulted standard textbooks on
econometrics, earlier reviews of property price and housing price studies and standard
textbooks on general scientific methodology as a support for identifying the relevant issues.
The questions were formulated so that when answered with ”yes” the paper had treated the
particular topic in a scientifically accurate manner or adhered to good econometric practice.
We read the selected 145 papers thoroughly, marking in the paper where the answers to the
various questions were found and checking off the answers in a form.

There were 18 questions in our questionnaire. The following key aspects of the methodology
were considered. Two questions were related to the extent to which the work was connected
to previous research. Six questions were related to how the considerations underlying the
modelling procedure were presented. Four questions concerned how the data was presented.
Six questions were related to how the results were presented and interpreted.

The formal hypothesis was that the frequency of ”yes” answers ought to be high for almost all
questions. From a more pragmatic, less idealistic perspective, we assumed that the papers
were almost always reasonably well related to previous research and that the data and the
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results were extensively presented, but did not fully and thoroughly discuss modelling
considerations or put the results in perspective. However, to be honest, with respect to several
of the questions we had no idea concerning the relevant hypothesis with respect to the
frequency of ”yes” answers.

The major results of the paper are to be found within simple descriptive statistics on the
frequency of ”yes” answers to the 18 questions. The frequency ranged from some 20 percent
up to over 90 percent. On the whole, the articles studied give recognition to the issues raised
in the questionnaire. Our vague ”pragmatic” hypotheses proved largely to be verified,
however with some exceptions.

There were two questions where the results were surprisingly ”poor”. Only 25 percent of the
articles reported any kind of residual analysis and only 27 percent motivated their choice of
functional form for the regression model.

There were some shortcomings in our analysis. Firstly, though we tried our best to keep the
analysis free from personal interpretations the level of objectivity may for good reasons be
questioned in a study of the present kind. Secondly, the selection of articles did not constitute
a random sample, and on the whole it was difficult to have any opinion about how
representative these papers were for research in general in this field. Thirdly, the questions
posed were chosen subjectively. Consequently, there are several questions, possibly more or
equally important, that were not posed.

However, some important conclusions may be drawn. In particular, we have identified a
number of important econometric issues that have caught surprisingly little attention in the
empirical papers reviewed, though textbooks on econometrics and the earlier reviews of the
subject field have pointed out these issues as being particularly important. The descriptive
overview of the journals and the articles in the selection may work as an indirect support for
writers of papers of the kind.

The next step to be taken within this research project is to carry out a traditional review of the
empirical findings in some of these papers. A second study would include examining the
reference lists of the papers in our sample and investigate if the contributions and
recommendations in earlier papers quoted have affected the design of the later papers.
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